Due to the large number of available protein structure alignment algorithms, a lot of effort has been made to define robust measures to evaluate their performances and the quality of generated alignments. Most quality measures involve the number of aligned residues and the RMSD. In this work, we analyze how these two properties are influenced by different residue assignment strategies as employed in common non-sequential structure alignment algorithms. Therefore, we implemented different residue assignment strategies into our non-sequential structure alignment algorithm GANGSTA+. We compared the resulting numbers of aligned residues and RMSDs for each residue assignment strategy and different alignment algorithms on a benchmark set of circular-permuted protein pairs. Unfortunately, differences in the residue assignment strategies are often ignored when comparing the performances of different algorithms. However, our results clearly show that this may strongly bias the observations. Bringing residue assignment strategies in line can explain observed performance differences between entirely different alignment algorithms. Our results suggest that performance comparison of non-sequential protein structure alignment algorithms should be based on the same residue assignment strategy.
Introduction
Protein structure alignment approaches are of great importance for the analysis of protein function, structure and evolution. A large number of structure alignment programs have been developed in the recent years to find a solution to this NP-hard problem (see for instance [1] ). A representative set of sequential alignment programs is DaliLite [2] , K2 [3] , CE [4] and TM-align [5] . In addition to these sequential structure alignment methods, also non-sequential structure alignment methods have been developed i.e. TOPOFIT [6] , MASS [7] , GANGSTA [8] , GANGSTA+ [9] (see Table 1 ) and others [10, 11] to mention just a few. Due to the large number of available programs and the variety of underlying concepts and strategies, selecting the "best" method for a certain application is difficult. Generally, a comparison of protein structure alignment algorithms is carried out on the basis of reasonably difficult and representative protein pair benchmark sets [12] . The resulting protein structure alignments obtained for a selected set of protein pairs can be evaluated with a wide variety of protein structure alignment scoring functions i.e. Z-Score [2] , TM-score [5] and SAS [13] . These scoring functions have in common to consider two major properties of a protein structure alignment, which are the number of aligned residue pairs between the protein pair and the corresponding root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the C α atoms of the two structures. Many scoring functions consider also other characteristic quantities such as total number of unaligned sequence segments (gaps) or the amino acid identities of aligned residues to achieve an improved and more reliable measure of the alignment quality. Similar to sequence alignment approaches [14, 15] a p-value (see also Z-Score [2] ) can be evaluated, defining the probability that an unrelated protein structure pair obtains by chance a specific score. Scoring functions can be constructed to be insensitive versus the size of proteins, as for instance the TM-score [5] . The biological relevance of a scoring function can be analyzed by probing its ability to recognize protein families or alternative relations for a given set of proteins [16] . For these tests high-quality protein structure databases like e.g. CATH [17, 18] and SCOP [19] are used as a reference. Kolodny et al. [13] studied the problem to find scoring functions that are suitable to compare and measure the quality of protein structure alignments obtained with different algorithms and proposed a set of four scoring functions i.e. SI, MI, SAS and GSAS. To judge the performance of different alignment tools the benchmark of protein structure pairs and the choice of the scoring function are critical. An issue, which is particularly important for the evaluation of non-sequential structure alignment methods, is the underlying strategy of residue assignment. Although often disregarded, this issue can have a significant influence on the results of the alignment algorithms as we will show in the present study. To illustrate these influences, firstly we selected a minimal set of five individual residue assignment options. They comprise the following features: (α) to align residues located everywhere in the structure or only within secondary structure elements (SSE) (i.e. α-helix and β-strand); (β) to align two SSEs also in reverse orientation (i.e. N-terminus of the SSE from one protein is aligned on the C-terminus of the corresponding SSE of the second protein); (γ) to make only unique or also shared (fuzzy) residue assignments. In the latter case the residue of one protein can be assigned to more than one residue in the other protein; (δ) to assign only residues belonging to the same SSE type or to ignore the SSE type in these assignments; (ε) to assign residues without gaps or to assign also isolated residue pairs. These residue assignment options [(α)-(ε)] are combined to a set of five residue assignment strategies Table 2 .
To analyze the influences of these different alignment strategies [(1) - (5)], we implemented them in GANGSTA+ [9] . We like to point out that this study can also be done with several other protein structure alignment tools mentioned above. We use GANGSTA+ in this application since with our own method we have the procedures better under control. As a benchmark set five circular permuted protein structure pairs were considered. To obtain reference values for the residue assignment strategies [(2) - (5)], we applied the non-sequential protein structure alignment approaches TOPOFIT [6] , MASS [7] , GANGSTA+ [9] and GANGSTA [8] (see Table 1 ) on the same five protein pairs. We like to emphasize that this work does not intend to compare the overall performances of these non-sequential structure alignment methods, but to illustrate the effect of their specific residue assignment strategies on the number of aligned residues and the RMSD.
Firstly, the results reveal an essential effect of the implemented residue assignment strategies on the number of aligned residues and the RMSD. Secondly, these results align well to the reference values, observed by applying the corresponding protein structure alignment method for each residue assignment strategy. Concluding, this shows that any performance comparison of protein structure alignment methods has to consider the variations in the underlying residue assignment strategies. Furthermore, considering these variations can explain observed performance differences between entirely different non-sequential structure alignment algorithms.
Methods

Benchmark of circular permuted protein structure pairs
The benchmark dataset for the comparison of non-sequential protein structure alignment algorithms consists of five circular permuted protein pairs. These are the protein pairs with PDB [20] [28] , (e) 1IHW [29] / 1SSO [30] (see Table 1 ). The same dataset is used to illustrate the effect of different residue assignment strategies with GANGSTA+ (see Table 2 and Figure 1 ).
Non-sequential protein structure alignment tools
Four non-sequential protein structure alignment approaches were considered in this study (listed in Table 1 ). GANGSTA [8] operates hierarchically on two stages. First, a genetic algorithm is employed to optimize the SSE assignment between two protein structures by maximizing a contact map overlap based on the specific GANGSTA objective function (GOF). Second, the SSE assignment is transferred to the residue level. GANGSTA ignores segments with loop and coil structure and operates in sequence direction only, i.e. SSEs in a protein pair are not aligned in reverse sequential order. GANGSTA assigns residues only, if they belong to the same SSE type and allows no gaps in the same SSE. GANGSTA+ [9] is the successor of GANGSTA and employs an efficient combinatorial approach for the SSE assignment to maximize the GOF. Thus, both methods share the same optimization target on the SSE level. GANGSTA+ transfers the SSE assignment to the residue level by a heuristic point matching potential function, which minimizes the distances between aligned residue pairs. In addition, GANGSTA+ refines and extends the residue assignment from SSEs to loop and coil segments and can also detect similarities between SSEs assigned in reverse sequential order. With default setting GANGSTA and GANGSTA+ assign sequential patches of residue pairs belonging to the same SSE types only. Both allow database searches. TOPOFIT [6] is based on geometric hashing. Its online service allows database searches. TOPOFIT aligns residues including loops and coils in both sequence directions. Single residue alignment is allowed. It does not distinguish between SSE types, when maximizing the geometrical similarities of a protein structure pair. MASS [7] is an algorithm designed for multiple protein structure alignment. Residue assignments occur similar to TOPOFIT, i.e. both include loops and coils and are able to detect structure similarities in opposite sequence orientation. In addition, both algorithms allow gaps in the residues aligned to the same SSE pair. In contrast to TOPOFIT, MASS distinguishes the SSE types of the aligned residues, ensuring that they are aligned type consistently.
Results
Application of different non-sequential protein structure alignment tools
We applied TOPOFIT [6] , MASS [7] , GANGSTA [8] and GANGSTA+ [9] on the benchmark of five circular permuted protein pairs. TOPOFIT and MASS yielded an average SAS of 2.0 Å [SAS definition [13] : SAS = (100*RMSD) / N aligned with N aligned number of aligned residues and RMSD in Å] (see [6, 7] for details on computing time). With default setting GANGSTA+ yielded a slightly larger average SAS = 2.5 Å. The CPU time required by GANGSTA+ is less than 1s [1.6 GHz AMD/OPTERON] per protein structure pair. For GANGSTA the structure alignment results took about 10s per protein pair on average [1.6 GHz AMD/OPTERON]. With its intrinsic GOF and scoring function for the residue assignment GANGSTA employed a different protein structure alignment strategy designed to detect more distant structural similarities and is not extending the residue assignment into the loop segments. In the present benchmark the degree of structure similarity was high, but GANGSTA performed less well yielding an average SAS of 5.5 Å only. Table 1 depicts the resulting RMSD and N aligned of the considered methods for the benchmark of five protein structure pairs. 
Application of different residue assignment strategies with GANGSTA+
We generated protein structure alignments for the benchmark of the five circular permuted protein structure pairs with GANGSTA+ using five different residue assignment strategies, listed in Table 2 . Hereby, we intended to capture the major differences in the residue assignment strategies of the non-sequential structure alignment methods employed in the section above. The resulting number of aligned residues and the RMSD values for the five protein pairs are displayed in Figure 1 . Strategy (1) comprises the least constrained residue assignment, thus yielding the smallest (optimal) average SAS = 1.7 Å. Relatively small SAS = 2.0 Å were also obtained with strategy (2) and (3) where residue pairs were assigned uniquely as done by TOPOFIT and MASS. Additional constraints requiring that residues belonging to the same pair of SSEs must be aligned without gaps correspond to the default setting of GANGSTA+ [9] . The SAS values (average SAS = 2.5 Å) for this strategy (4) are shown as orange colored symbols in Figure 1 . The alignment can be further restricted such that coils are ignored and SSEs cannot be aligned in reverse orientation [strategy (5)], which corresponds to the default setting of GANGSTA and yields the average SAS = 4.0 Å. Strategies (2) and (3) differ only in the type consistency of the aligned SSEs, which is fulfilled for (3) but not for (2) . In the present application this algorithmic difference did not effect the results, while in other studies significant effects were observed varying this option [9] . Only, the results for the protein structure pair (d) 1RHG / 1BCF remained invariant for different residue assignment strategies. This contrasts with the results for the other four protein structure pairs, which exhibit large variations in the number of aligned residues and the corresponding RMSD (see Figure 1) . Fig. 1 . Results of protein structure alignments with GANGSTA+ using different residue assignment strategies see Table 2 [black (1), green (2,3), orange (4), red (5)] on the benchmark set of five protein structure pairs listed in 
Conclusion
This study illustrates that a balanced evaluation of protein structure alignments generated with commonly used methods can be difficult due to algorithmic differences regarding the assignment strategy of residues. Bringing these differences in line is essential for a fair comparison of protein structure alignment tools. We applied the originally developed alignment program GANGSTA [8] on a set of five circular permuted protein structure pairs. GANGSTA needs about 10s CPU time [AMD/OPTERON at 1.6 GHz] per protein pair, but yielded the largest average SAS value compared to the three other considered non-sequential structure alignment algorithms. There are mainly two constraints used by GANGSTA, which contribute to the larger SAS values. GANGSTA assigns only residues belonging to SSEs and strictly ignores residues in loops and coils. Another reason for the reduced performance of the genetic algorithm in the original GANGSTA method is its tendency to not fully explore the search space. Therefore, the genetic algorithm in GANGSTA was replaced by a more reliable combinatorial approach in GANGSTA+ [9] . The residue assignment strategies used by the other alignment tools are generally less constrained than in GANGSTA [8] . The least constrained strategy (1) of fuzzy residue assignment (a single residue of one protein is assigned to more than one residue in the other protein) should be analyzed in more detail in future work. This strategy might improve detection of conserved residues in protein structure alignment. However, a comparison of the alignment quality of protein structures obtained from different alignment tools, based on the number of aligned residues and RMSD can be particularly misleading in this case. GANGSTA+, TOPOFIT and MASS performed similar on the considered benchmark (average SAS between 2.0 Å and 2.5 Å), yielding consistently very good protein structure alignments, although each of the alignment tools is based on entirely different optimization algorithms. These results illustrate the efficiency of currently available protein structure alignment approaches in solving non-sequential structure alignment problems. In a second case study, we generated protein structure alignments of the same benchmark set using GANGSTA+ with varying residue assignment strategies. These strategies have a significant effect on the number of aligned residues and the corresponding RMSD (see Figure 1) . One has to keep in mind that with its default settings GANGSTA+ aims to generate alignments with consistent and complete SSE assignments and ignores loops and coils in the initial stage of optimizing protein structure alignments (see details in [9] ). However, we implemented different residue assignment strategies as employed by other non-sequential structure alignment methods (see Table 2 ). In this way GANGSTA+ seems to reproduce the results of TOPOFIT and MASS for the considered benchmark faithfully. Allowing shared residue assignments, GANGSTA+ yields a further decrease of the resulting SAS values yielding an average SAS of 1.7 Å.
This study underlines the strength of current non-sequential protein structure alignment tools. These are capable to detect sophisticated similarities with SSEs in reverse orientation, circular permuted protein pairs and can consider shared residue assignments. However, these capabilities cause difficulties, when carrying out performance comparisons between different methods. Comparing the number of aligned residues or the RMSD can be very misleading, even if the same protein pair is considered. Since, these two properties are very essential to almost every scoring function a comparison of different methods can be carried only if the underlying residue assignment strategies are taken into account.
